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About This Game

A top-down shooter that prioritizes the high difficulty. With a variety of clever weapons and enemies, Legend Of Monsters is an
ideal game for players looking for quick and challenging fun without taking too much out of pocket.

You control Alex who will try to save your Sister from the clutches of Dark Bit in the underworld of a video game. Alex will
have to face monsters and traps, go through dangerous caves and forests, castles and dungeons before saving Ana. The only help

Alex will have on this journey will come from a mysterious gun smuggler who has participated in other zombie games, this
being mysterious will give Alex a shotgun and will offer the products of his store so that Alex can prepare to face the Dark Bit.
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• You must eliminate all monsters from each area so that you can proceed to the next one.
• All phases are generated randomly, bringing a different experience to each move.

• Try to reach as many points as possible in the game's arcade mode.
• Get coins by killing monsters and breaking things so you can buy new weapons.

• 11 different weapons, each with its advantages and disadvantages.
• Ideal for players looking for quick and casual fun

Beautiful and challenging: Perfect combination of retro art pixel with a frantic and challenging environment full of insane
battles.

Varieties of weapons and enemy: several types of weapons with advantages and disadvantages for each occasion and an army
of intelligent and prepared enemies for combat.

It will never be the same: All phases of the game are generated randomly. Leaving the game different for everyone.
Arcade Mode: Have fun in random phases.

Steam Achievements: Get Steam Achievements
Leaderboards: Get more points than other players

Compatibility with controls: Game compatible with Xbox controls, Playstation and Generic Controls.
Cards: coming soon
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in game adventure legend of monsters

Just found this game by pure accident, and I am glad that I did!

These developers are way underselling this super fun little indie gem for just 99 cents when I feel it offers plenty of value and
replay value to warrant a $10 price tag!

Watch my "First Play Impressions Video" right HERE:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B4A2ABr6LxA&feature=youtu.be

While this game has a couple of minor little bugs, it still scored an impressive 95% score using my unique scoring system which
grades indie games more on value and fun that it does graphics. Because of the high score and my recent discovery of this
amazing little game, I started a whole new series on my YT channel called" Discovered Hidden Gem!" just for games like this
one here!

* Procedural dungeon generation helps deliver a high replay value.
* This game offers fantastic keyboard and mouse controls with very good response
* Tons of different enemies and enemy tactics keep the adventure to find your sister interesting and fresh
* An awesome item shop that allows you to constantly progress your game towards newer and more powerful gear
* Music is catchy and fits the mood perfectly
* Game sounds are also high quality as are explosion and screen shake effects
* Has a super addictive quality that will have you playing again and again

An absolute STEAL at just 99 cents! - HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!. Awesome game for the price! You can checkout my
review on it before ya play it ��

https://youtu.be/vK_fDOxsjzg. can make fun. Great Game Nice Dungeon Shooter Very Recommended By
Mehhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh MWAHAHAHAHA :3 I LUV GAEMZ. Actually the best game I have ever bought for under 1
euro and is pretty okay and entertaining aswell. :)
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Great hame, had a 90% coupon from leveling up. really worth playing! fun but kinda short.. Fun and Fast Indie game to past
time or when you have no wifi. Nice Enter the Gungeon and Nuclear Throne bootleg.. This game doesn't really do anything
_wrong_, but it doesn't do a lot very right either imo. It's serviceable, doesn't look or play too bad, but personally I found it
pretty boring and I found the battles to be a bit awkward.

Still at that price if you're looking for dungeon craling with guns... why not?. not my type of game. gameplay is funny, story very
good .. (y)
horror funny :). Very weird problems with controls. No setting for stick-deadzone, so my sensetive controller cant be used as the
character will move on his own even if I don't touch the stick.

Switching to keyboard causes the keyholds register as presses, making the character move in a very choppy way. It also disables
any ability to run. Only game in which I have seen this happen.

It's very cheap and seemed like a fun game but can not recommend.
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